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1. INTRODUCTION 
The “small divisor” difficulty arises in the study of certain stability 
problems in mechanics, particularly in celestial mechanics. The first successful 
treatment of a substantial problem which exhibited this phenomenon was 
given by Siegel [6] in 1941. 
Since then Kolmogorov [4], Arnol’d [l] and Moser [5], have developed 
iterative procedures to deal with various small divisor problems. All of these 
procedures are similar in that they are based on the use of an infinite sequence 
of coordinate transformations, each one of which is obtained by solving a 
linearized version of the given functional equation. These methods all involve 
generalizing Newton’s method to normed vector spaces. 
In his stimulating book Sternberg [S] approached these problems by using 
Taylor’s formula generalized to normed vector spaces (see DieudonnC [2]). 
In this way he developed a general, though complicated theory. In this paper 
Sternberg’s ideas are utilized together with a new general formula [3] for 
finding the FrCchet derivative of the type of composite functions such as 
occur in conjugacy problems. This formula enables us to achieve considerable 
simplification of the theory at little expense in computational complexity. 
The net result is a single theorem which will deal in a routine way with many 
small divisor problems. 
To illustrate the power of our theorem two important applications are 
treated. One is a version of the Moser twist theorem and the other is a generali- 
zation to higher dimensions of the Siegel center theorem which for the first 
time removes the restriction that none of the eigenvalues lie outside the unit 
circle. Both are done in the analytic case only. It is a straightforward matter 
to extend these results to the differentiable case. 
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2. THE FIXED POINT THEOREM 
Let X be a neighborhood of the origin of a Banach space Y, 93 be a Banach 
space and d0 a neighborhood of the origin of a normed vector space g,, . 
Regard 01~ E JZ$ as fixed. The problem is to solve for 5 an equation 
G(5, 4 = 0, (1) 
where 
G:%- x do-e93 i2? 
is continuous. The iterative method employed in solving this equation assumes 
the existence of various sequences of spaces and maps which are listed below. 
Dejkitions and Notation 
// II@ denotes the norm on a normed space @. The letters g, k, Z, m, S, e and t 
denote non-negative constants which satisfy the following relations 
l<t<1<2, (3) 
(log 2 $ k)/(Z - t) < s, (4) 
(log 6 + m +& - l))/(t - 1) -c S, (3 
0 < k/(1 - V) < S, (6) 
F%XL and W'XL are sequences of normed vector spaces with neighbour- 
hoods of the origin defined as follows: 
dn = {a E L8% 1 /I 01 /lsx < e--stR} 
gn = {E E “y, 1 [I ( 11-y n < e(Q-+)**). 
On each space gVz there is a seminorm, //I l/II . 
(Gn+r)&, is a sequence of twice differen&ble maps and 
G nt1:~n x 4--t%+l 
G.,(O, 0) = 0 
and whenever (7, p) and (f, a) cC?J% x LzZ;, 
III D2Gn+drl, PL)((E - a), (f, ~))lll~~+~ < 2e(k-zs)tm. 
For each n there is a set XW C 9?7* with y% n &a f M and such that 
01 E% =+- II ‘%1(4,411a,+l < Ill G,+,(& 4lll~~,,, 
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and, moreover, 
G la+1 : Y.n x (Zn n dn) -+ sn+1 (13) 
(&&, is a sequence of maps such that 
L, : J;B,+GY/, (14) 
Ill DG,+dO, O)(L(4, 4111~ea+, : e(k-zs)tn (15) 
whenever a E J& . 
(LXL and (J&L are sequences of linear norm-decreasing maps such that 
In : “y-, + v-, Jn : ctr, --t vn+l, 4,+lo Jn = 4 WI 
(%,J~SO is a sequence of sets such that 
2X, = {i; E Vm [ !I 5 I[v, < eg+(2 - 2-“)) 
while X is the subset of V 
2- = (5 E Y- I II 5 Ilk < 2@-9 
(17) 
(18) 
(&+&, is a sequence of maps with the properties 
ola+1: %?a x gn+1 -+ Ka+1: (L 0 I-+ 5 On+1 5 
II 5 On+l 5 - J&7 - 5 IIv-~+~ ,< et’@ IIb llva II E IIv~+~ , 
whenever 5 E %-la and c E ?Yn+l . 
(19) 
(20) 
The sequences of Errrors and Approximations. 
Before proving the theorem we first prove two lemmas which will insure, 
in effect, that the diagram of Fig. 1 is valid. Here the unlabeled arrows 
represent the natural injection maps and I represents the identity map. 
FIG. 1. Spaces and maps at the nth step of the iterative process. 
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The hatched sets indicate the behavior of Gnfl under restriction, as is 
established by Lemma 1. That the map @& has its image inside J, is proved 
in Lemma 2. 
Intuitively: at the start of the nth step of the iteration the “error” alt Jies 
in the set Ati n XR, whiIe the “approximate solution” tabI lies in the set 
X,n-z f The lemmas show that at the end of thii step of the iteration, the new 
values of these quantities will lie in the correct sets. 
which shows that 01,+~ E &n+I by (7). Hence by (131, C+.I E @%+I n =%+I as 
required. 
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Now assume inductivefy that [, E X, and note that &+I E gB+l . It follows 
successively from (23), (20), (17), (8) and (5) that 
NOW refer to (17): the above result together with the norm-decreasing 
property of Jla shows that II& lJvM1 < e@+)(2 - 2-9 and hence that 
5 nix E ~w+f ’ This completes the induction. 
Now let us use the telescoping property for sums, the triangle inequality, 
(16) and (24) to get 
la+ 
II &-tiGz:n+i) - UCJll~ G c II 463 - 4-1Glk 
j&2+1 
< eQ-s24. 
But i is arbitrary and so (.f&,J)~=O is a Cauchy sequence in 9?, 
The Solution of Eq. (1) 
The main theorem contains an ad~tion~ ~sumption which, in effect, 
relates the sequence of maps (G,,),“s to the map G. 
TEEOREM. Suppose that (2x20) hohi and that the sequemes (apl)~~O a?.zd 
(&J,“,, are defzned as in Lemmas 1 apld 2. If, for PZ = 0, 1,2,..., 
tizen there is a 5 E J su& thut G(& LY,,) = 0. 
Proof. From Lemma 2 the sequence (&(J&))~=~ is a Cauchy sequence in%. 
Now since V is complete and .% is closed there is a limit in 9 which we will 
denote by 6. 
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Now from (2.9, Lemma 1, (7) and (6) 
0 < 2~11 G(LKA dll~ 
< lim e(k+Vs)tn+l 11 a,*1 I\B~+~ n-tm 
= 0. 
But since G is continuous this implies 
Comparison with Sternberg’s Work 
The flexibility of this theorem is a consequence of the weakening of the 
quadratic convergence of Newton’s method in two ways; firstly by choosing, 
as does Sternberg, 1 < t < 2 instead oft = 2 and secondly by insisting only 
thatZ> t(see(ll)and(15) b ) a ove instead of choosing I = 2. It is this latter 
innovation which permits application of the theorem to the Moser twist 
theorem. 
Sternberg used a parameter “K” [S, p. 6.51 and the condition “s large” 
(which is really a smallness condition on c+,) here is virtually equivalent to 
“K large” in his theory. Comparison would perhaps be facilitated if the reader 
thinks of L”e--sl” as it appears here as corresponding to ‘(K-l”. 
The complexity of Sternberg’s approach stems mainly from the fact that 
he employs two forms of the basic functional Eq. (1): one that is easy to 
linearize and another that is used to accumulate the solution. The use of the 
new differentiation formula [3] enables the same functional equation to be 
used for both purposes in each application. The actual process of differentia- 
tion is made slightly more difficult, but the operations are routine 
and estimates are easy to obtain. 
3. THE NIOSER TWIST THEOREM 
It will now be shown how the fixed point theorem of Section 2 can be used 
to prove a version of the well-known Moser twist theorem. 
Statement of the Theorem 
First, some notation: for h > 0, define the following strips and balls in the 
complex plane @ : 
S[h] = (z 1 / im x 1 < h}, 
s[h] = {x 1 j im z j < 121, 
B[hl = (2 [ I z I -=c W, 
B[h] = (x ] 1 x ] d h}. 
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Given sets Fl and F, C @ we use the symbol .LY~=(F, x F, , P) to denote the 
set of functions periodic in the first variable 
{+ : Fl x FS + C2 ( 4 is anaZytic and bounded and 4(x + 2~-, y) = 4(.x, y)) 
THEOREM. Given p, q > 0 let a0 E 8YF(S[3p] x B[qJ, a?) and, in terms 
of its components, let 01” = (%l, 01~~). Let the map 
lx, Y) t-+ (x + Y + d + olol(x, Y), Y + q,Q, y)) (26) 
be area preserving in the sense described in [5, p. 2201 where “x” is regarded as the 
angular variable and “y + d” as the radial variable. 
Let the real number d satisfy the inequality 
d iIf _-- 
2rr N ‘& (27) 
for some$xed constants B and T > 2 and all integers M and N with N + 0. 
There is then a 8 > 0, depending only on the constants A, T p and q such that 
whenever 11 01~ /I < 6 there is a closed analytic curve which is invariant under the 
map (26). On this curve the map is conjugate to a rotation through an angle d: 
v: @, Y) ++ (x + Y + 4 Y). (28) 
Here Ijo1s [/ denotes the maximum of the sup norms of its two components 
01s~ and as2 taken over the domain of a0 . 
To prove the theorem we shall restate it as an equation 
as in Section 2 and then establish the existence of the various sequences of 
spaces and maps required by the accelerated convergence theorem. 
The iMap G 
Let g, k, 1, m, s, v and t be constants which satisfy (3)-(6). We reserve the 
right to make s “sufficiently large” during the course of the proof, but this 
“largeness” will depend only on the constants A, T, p and q of the twist 
theorem. 
Now define the function spaces: 
g = 9?qs[p] x {O}, a?), 
L3@ = PP(S[3p] x B[e-vs], C2), 
-Y = 9%F(S[2p] x (01, q 
and then define the neighborhoods of the origin (11 jj as above): 
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By using the notation (28) we may write the map (26) in variable-free form 
as ~1 + OI,, . Hence we choose the map G: 
G(5, 01~) = (v + a,,) 0 (1 + C) - !b + 5) 0 y (291 
where G is the identity function on @ 2. A simple calculation now shows that 
G:X x .do+B 
as required by (2), P rovided that s is chosen large enough to ensure that 
2eg-s < p and 2eg+ < edVS (where v < 1 by (6)). 
Note that the condition “c+, E =$i’, assumed in the accelerated convergence 
theorem, is just a smallness condition on 11 01s 11. In fact epS is just the “6” of 
the twist theorem. 
Domains, Estimates and Function Spaces 
The construction of the various sequences of function spaces is motivated 
by the need to obtain bounds for the derivatives in terms of bounds for the 
functions at each step of the iteration. These estimates are based on the 
following results: 
where p E.PF(S[W] x B[Y], UY) and w > W, > 0, I’ > rI > 0. These 
formulas are trivial consequences of Cauchy’s formula. 
Note that in the above formulas, the greater the loss of domain, the sharper 
the estimate. We discard domain, as the iteration proceeds, at a rate slow 
enough to be overcome by the accelerated convergence of the ‘“error” to zero. 
It is with this in mind that the following definitions are made. 
B, = S[2p(l + 2-(n+1))] X B[e-VSP], 
I’, = S[2p(l + $2-(,n+19] X B[$e-Bstn], 
E, = S[2p(l + g2-(n+l))] x B[ge-es@], 
F, = S[2p(l + &-2-@+lj)] x BE&e-o@], 
2, = q+(l + +g-W))] >: ~[+~e-vst~], 
B = Wl ): {Ol, 
LJ = S[2$] x CO}. 
(32) 
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which may be insured by choosing s so that 
(log 4/3)/((t - l)v) < s. 
We now define spaces of analytic functions with the above domains: 
(33) 
On the space ~3% we define a norm by putting 
where p = (/F, /P). N orms on the other spaces are defined analogously. 
On the space .C@% we also define a seminorm: 
The Map Gn+l 
We define the map G,&, of the accelerated convergence theorem by putting, 
for -$tzCY, and ~lc&~, 
where v is the map given by (28), except that its domain here is En,, . It will 
be shown that for all s sufficiently large, 
This result will imply the hypothesis (9) of the theorem and, at the same time, 
give enough “spare” domain in the function GILsI(f, a) to permit estimates of 
its derivatives over B,, later. 
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Consider then the domain of the composite in (34). S~aigbtforward cd- 
culations, based on (32), (7) and (8) show that for s sufficiently large 
E,, C t7, (= domain of E?) 
(L + @J,+lf C B, (= domain of a) 
(u -I- 4 o 6 + &%+1) --?a * 
Hence the function C,,( & CX) will be bounded and analytic on E,+r provided 
(L + E)-1 is defined on F, . 
So we shall check that, for s sufficiently large, L + E is one-to-one on its 
domain and then that F, C (I + E)(rJ or, what is stronger (to permit 
derivative estimates later), 
F, C (L + NW 
To prove this we put 
H(% yj = (4 bj - E(% Yj, (361 
for fixed (a, b) EF, and (x, y) E Z, and then show that H is a contraction 
mapping of the complete set 2, into itself, for large s. 
A trivial calculation shows that H maps Z, into itself provided s is s&i- 
ciently large. To show H is a contraction we first estimate the partial deri- 
vatives of t E@~ using (30), (31), (32) and (8): 
< e(c+#-(l-v)s)P 
(38) 
where c is some suitably Iarge constant (depending only on p and 2). For 
sufficiently large s the right-hand sides of (37) and (38) are less than 114. 
If we define a norm on 2, by putting /1(x, y)il = max(/ x /, 1 y 1) then far 
(x, y) and (z, w> E Z, 
so that the map His a contraction, as claimed above. 
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Tke First and Second Derivatives of Gn+l 
Ry applying the theorem in [3], one can show that the map G,,, is twice 
differentiable, for s sufficiently large, and that the derivatives are given by the 
following formulas: for 5, 8 E VYn and 01, p E &n 
DGz+&-, PM> 4 
=((C+5)‘O~)-1.((~l+172,172)05+B’o(L+5).~+olo(r+ 5) -top) 
(3% 
D2Gn+,(L PM& 4, (5, 4 
= ((I + 0’ D p>-’ * (B” o (b + t;) . 5 . 5 + h’ a (L + 5) . t 
-(r;” 0 P Wz+,G /%5 4 + 2e’ 0 EL) - DGdL PE, 4) (40) 
where l& and n2 are the usual projection functions from C2 to C, 
P = (c + r>-l o (v + P) o (c + 5). 
As to the rest of the notation: the dash denotes FrCchet differentiation (as 
does “D”) while kb’ - + denotes the function z t+ @‘(z)(#(z)). 
Exactly the same techniques as were used for proving (35) can be used to 
show that (39) and (40) are defined and analytic on E,,, (which again leaves 
enough “spare” domain for derivative estimates over B,,, later). In the course 
of showing this, one finds that the linear functions which constitute the values 
of the map ((L’ + 5’) o ,u-l have norms (as linear functions) which are all 
less than 2. This result will now be used in estimating the norms of (39) and 
(40). 
Consider first (39). Since p E JZ$ its domain is B, 3 V, ; hence we may use 
(30) and (31) to estimate the norm of /3’ at any point in (2 + [)(&+J, while 
(7) and (8) give estimates for the norms of a! E &n and 4 EYE . Substituting 
all this into (39) we get 
Ii DG,G isM> 411~,z+l < q3ek7-s)t” + e(e+g-(l-u)s)tne(g-s)t” + 2e-stn) 
Consider next (40), which is a quadratic function of the “small quantity” 
(6, w.). Substituting the above result and using Cauchy estimates for the 
various derivatives of 01, /3 E J$ and 6 E ?V* as above, we find that 
II D2Gn+&l, P>((& 4, (t, 4>lbn+, -=c 2eck’-c2-,u)s)tn 
for some constant k’ (depending only on the constants g, t and c), provided s 
is sufficiently large. 
Recall now that the seminorm on B-A,+1 involves the first partial derivative 
of the second component. Hence, shrinking domain from E.n+, to Bnfl gives 
III D2G,+d5, P>((f, 4 (8, ~))Ill~,,+~ -=c 2e(c+k’-(2-o)s)tn 
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which gives (11) provided we choose K > c + K’ and 
1<2---a!. 
The Set A$ 
We define SF?? to be the set of all functions 01 E 5@‘II such that, for all closed 
analytic curves r in B, , 
(v+a)(lJnTf m. 
Now since 01,, is area preserving the arguments in [8, pp. 113, 1141 show that 
E,, E X0 and that if o( E tin n sa2, then so does 
(6 + f)” o (v + 4 o (L + 0 - v (5 EY,j. 
Thus (13) holds. 
By using the argument in [8, page 1151, one can now show that 
Because of the way in which the seminorm on .gracl was defined, this 
establishes (12). 
Let 0: E SF& and consider the difference equations for [ = (cl, E2): 
& + d, y) - g(,, y) = d(x, Y) -i- 6% Y> 
.3X + d, y) - f2(r, y) = a+, Y) - Lzr a2(.T, Y) dx 
together with the conditions 
s 02m t?(x, y) dx = 0,
6” &Y, y) dx = - Jo2v c?(x, y) dx, 
where the number d satisfies the irrationality condition (27). 
It follows from a well-known lemma [7, page 2361 or 18, page 231 that there 
is a unique function 8 E Vn satisfying the above and also 
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where g > 0 depends only on A, T and t. Since 01 E JZZ~ this inequality, 
together with (7) and (8), shows that 5 E gm . 
Thus, by letting L,(a) be the above solution f, we have defined a map 
L, : &m + ?Vn as required by (14). 
Now to estimate [[I DG,+,(O, 0) * (L(m), CX)([~~~+~ , observe from (39) that 
DG,+,(O, 0) - (E, 4 = (17, + K ,172) 0 t + a- E 0 UG + 4 + 4 G). 
On the righthand side substitute our solution e = L(a), evaluate at 
6% Y) E Bn+1 and then use the difference equations to get 
($(s + d, y) - P(x + Y + 6 Y>, 
f”(x + d, y) - E”(x + d + Y, Y) + I’ +, Y) dx). 
Now to get the required seminorm, we take the sup of thejirst component of 
this expression over B,,, and then take 27~ times the sup of the first partial 
derivative of the second component over B,+1 . We then choose the maximum 
of these two numbers. 
So by the mean value theorem and the fact that y E B[e-Plstn+l] we see that 
the required seminorm is the maximum of the two numbers 
e-VSt"+' Sup 1 Dlg(x, y) - (24)I < 2e(c+g-(l+at)s)tn 
(X,YML+1 
luld 
Now both of the estimates on the right are less than e(lc-zsjtn provided that 
K > $c + g + log 8a and I < 1 + vt. This gives (15). 
Note that it is indeed possible to choose the constants to satisfy the above 
inequalities, together with (3), (4), (5), (6) and (41). For example we could 
choose t = $, v = 4 and I = $. 
The Maps I, , Jn and@,+l 
We define -7, as the map which restricts the domain of functions in Vn 
(the functions bounded and analytic on V,) to V. Similarly, J% is the map 
which restricts the domains of functions in V% to V,+l . 
The map Gnfl is defined by putting, for 5 E Zn and ,$ E “y,+l 
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A simple calculation based on (32) and (8) shows that, for all s sufficiently 
hge, 
(6 -I twn+l) c z, - (43) 
But since Z, C Im = domain of 5, this implies that (42) has VntI as its 
domain and hence establishes (19). 
Again with 5 E S”‘la and 4 E g+l we get from (42), the mean value theorem 
and derivative estimates based on (43), (37), (38) 
II r; On+1 E - Jn(5) - c llva+l = sup IICS oCL + 5) - Lx% Y)ll 
b",YW~'ll+l 
provided s is sufficiently large, where m is a constant depending only on p 
and t. Thus (20) is proved. 
The Inequality (25) 
Let b,>iL , (&JiL and ([,):=a be the sequences defined by (21), (22) and 
(23). From (34) we then get 
Now use these formulas, and then (23) and (42), inductively to get 
v + G,+,(tm 3 ~4 
= (L + f,)-’ o ~~~a(L+~~)-~O(v+O1~)O(Lf&D)a...O(L+~~) 
= (6 + %3” O (v + %> 3 (I + b,). (45) 
By substituting this result into the definition (29) we get 
G(~n(%n), q,) = (v + 4 0 b + L(L)) - (6 + &Kz)) o v 
= (1 + L) 0 (I + L-l 0 (v + %I O (L + 5,) - 6 + 1,) o v 
= (L + 5,) 0 (v + G,+,(S, , s)> - (L + LJ 9 v 
where for the last two expressions, the domain is to be restricted to 17. 
Now from (21), (7), (28), (32), (33), for s sufhciently large, 
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So, by the mean value theorem and the derivative estimates (37) and (38) 
II WdSrJ> 4ll~ d sup 
(-T.YMfi 
II D(b + L)(~, r)ll II G&n , 411an+, 
< e(K+vs)tn = 11 a,+1 lI.g+l 
where K is a sufficiently large constant (depending only on the constants c 
and g). This gives (25). 
Conclusz-on 
We may now apply the fixed point theorem to deduce the existence of a 
function 5 E ~29 which satisfies the equation 
(v + %> O (6 + r> - (c + 5) 0 v = 0. 
So to complete the proof of the twist theorem, we show that the restriction of 
the map L + 5 to the “circle” with radial coordinate y = 0 and angular 
coordinate x is a one-to-one map. 
So let X, X’ be real and assume that (L + 5)(x, 0) = (I + Q(x’, 0) so that 
x - x’ = -[1(x, 0) + 51(x’, 0). (46) 
Now by shrinking the strip S[p] x {0}, on which 5 is defined, to half its 
width we deduce from (30) that 
which is less than 4 for s sufficiently large. By applying the mean value theorem 
to (46) we now get 1 x - x’ 1 < 4 I x - x’ 1 so that x = x’, as required. 
4. THE SIEGEL CENTER THEOREM 
As a second application of the fixed point theorem we now prove a version 
of the Siegel center theorem which does not require the eigenvalues to lie 
within the closed unit disc. This solves the problem posed by Sternberg 
P3, P. 991. 
Statement of The Theorem 
We shall use N for the set of non-negative integers and R+ for the set of 
positive real numbers. p will be a fixed positive integer and we shall use the 
multi-index notation 
.&a = Z%p . . . X% 
12 g 
where z = (aI , x2 ,..., z@) E 0 and a = (a, , a, ,..., a,) E W. 
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As in Section 3, B[h] and B[h] d enote balls in the complex plane of center 0 
and radius h 3 0. Given a q-tuple of non-negative real numbers u = 
(% > % ,--.> zn) we define products of balls in 0: 
B[u] = B[uJ x B[u~] x ... x B[u,] 
B[u] = I$,] x B[u*] x ... x B[uJ. 
On @* and N’J we shall use the norm defined by putting 
Given a set F C CQ we define the following space of functions: 
&V(F, 0) = (9: F -S C* j $ is bounded and analytic with #J(O) = 0 
and D+(O) 1 0). 
On this space we shall use the sup norm I/ I/. 
THEOREM. Let u E (R+)Q and let ctO EO~(B[~U], @). Suppose that 
V: G@ + Cq is a linear map with diagonal matrix A = diag(X, , h, ,..., XJ 
and let h = (A, , A, ,..., A,). Suppose that, in terms of the multi&de.lc notation, 
the eigenvalues of Y satisfy the inequality 
for aZZ j E (I, 2 ,..., q} and for alZ a E (N)” with a f (0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0) (where 
“1” is in the jth place) and where M and Y > 0 are constants. 
There is then a 6 > 0, depending only on the constants M, r, q and u, such that 
whenever \I CX~ Ij < 8 there is an analytic coordinate transformation under which 
the map v + ‘Y,, is conjugate to V. 
As in Section 3, we prove the theorem by expressing it as an equation 
G(c, CL~) : 0 and then setting up the various sequences of spaces and maps 
required by the fixed point theorem. 
The Map G 
Let “J = 0, I = 2 and let g, K, nz, s, t be constants which satisfy (3)-(6). 
Again we reserve the right to make s “sufficiently large” during the course 
of the proof, but this largeness will depend only on the constants Ir/l T, q 
and u of the center theorem. 
It will be convenient to use the notation 
abs(./l) = diag(j X1 1, \ X, / ,..., / X, 1). 
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Now define the function spaces 
9 = OF(B[uJ, ‘P), 
B,, = OF(B[3u], a=‘$ 
Y- = UF(B[ubs(A) 2u] u B[2u], 0). 
In accordance with (7) and (18) we then define neighborhoods of the origin: 
4 = {a E go ( II 01 II -=c e-9, 
3 = (5 E Y 1 (15 11 < 2eg+). 
The map G of the fixed point theorem is now chosen by putting, for [ E 9 
and CX~E&~, 
G(L 010) = (6 + t-F’ 0 (v + 010) 0 (6 + 5) - v 
where L is the identity function on C*. The hypothesis (2), that 
(48) 
can be shown by exactly the same technique as was used to establish (35) 
in Section 3, provided once again that s is sufficiently large. This involves the 
use of derivative estimates based on the analog of the formula (31). 
Function Spaces 
In analogy with (32) and (33) we now define the sets 
B, = B[2(1 + 2-“-l) u], 
V, = B[2( 1 + $2-“-r) u] U B[2(1 $- $2-*-l) abs(A) u], 
F, = B[2( 1 + &2-“-r) u] U B[2( 1 + &2-+r) abs(A) u], 
2, = @2(1 + %2-“-l) u] U B[2(1 + %2-“-l) abs(A) u], 
B = B[u], 
V = B[2u] u @2 abs(A) u], 
and we define the spaces of analytic functions with the above domains 
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On the space @‘, we define the sup norm by putting 
and we choose the seminorm triviahy: ii/ fl ijjl, = ii ,E ii~~. Norms on the 
other spaces are defined similarly. 
The 1~Iup G,, and Its ~e~~vQtives 
We choose the map G,,, by putting, for t E~Y~ and a E J& 
G,+,(& E) = (4 i 0-l 0 (v + 4 0 (4 + t) - v. 
The hypothesis (9) of the fixed point theorem, that G,,, : %% x J& + @.E+r , 
can now be verified by using exactly the same technique as was used to prove 
(35) in Section 3. 
The theorem in [3] is again used to differentiate G,, twice to give 
~‘%z,,K bX%~ 4
= ((4 + t;)’ 0 PI-l * Iv D t + P’ o (a. + 5) - t + a 0 (c + 5) - t o p) (4-J) 
where p = (I + Q-1 0 (P + a) 0 (G + 5) - v while the formula obtained for 
the second derivative is identical with (40). That these expressions are 
bounded and analytic on B,,, can now be verified as in Section 3. 
Since we have chosen j!j /\ias 
choose Z’, = @n , 
= jj j/se, (12) will be satisfied if we now 
for every n, and then (I 3) will follow from (9). Finally, 
(11) can be checked as in Section 3. 
The linearized equation, DG,,(O, O)(f, a) = 0, is in view of (49), 
~~v-vo~=cL (50) 
We wish to defineI,, to be the solution C of this equation. The existence of 
the solution will be guaranteed by the following lemma. 
LEMn.M. Let v 6e a linear map whose e~env~~~~ satisfy the ~o~it~~ (47) 
of the Siegel cefitev theorem and let c\! E @~(B[v], 62) zvhere v E (W+}~. Let 
w = (w, w,..., w) E (R+)q and v - w E (lR+)g. 
The equatiort (50) then has a solutiola 5 which is bowtded and analytic on the set 
B[v - w] w B[abs(A)v - w] 
and, moreover, for some positive constant c 
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Proof. Sternberg [S, page 971 provides part of the proof. By using the 
inequality (47) he shows that 5 is defined and analytic on B[v - w] and that, 
for some positive constant c’, 
For the rest of the proof note that by (47), for all a E IV, 
for some positive constant K. By reworking Sternberg’s argument and using 




By choosing c = max(c’, cl’), we now deduce (51) from (52) and (53). 
We now apply the lemma to (50) with a! E s&l, and so deduce the existence of 
a function [ with domain V, such that 
and such that 
for some constant g sufficiently large, where bin = min{[ ur 1, [ zca I,..., [ u, I}. 
By (7) and (8), th is s h ows that f E gn and hence proves (14) and (15). 
The Maps I, , Jn aud Bnfl 
We define I, to be the map which sends functions in “y, to -Y by restricting 
their domains from Vn to V, Similarly J, restricts domains from V, to l/,+r . 
Clearly, (16) is satisfied. 
The map @,,+1 is defined by putting, for 5 E L+Yn , [ E gy,+r 
i On+1 t = (1 + 5) o (6 + El - ‘* 
This formula is identical with (42) of Section 3. The same method as was used 
there may now be used to verify (19) and (20) for some constant m and for s 
sufficiently large. 
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The Inequality (35) 
As in Section 3, we may again deduce that 
Gn+l(En , %a> = (I + 5ny o (v + 4 y (I + %A - lJ (54) 
while, by the definition (48), 
W&n), T,> = (6 t Z(Sp 0 (v + %> 9 (I + Jr&)) - y- (55j 
Now the function (55) is just the restriction of the function (54) to the domain 
B C VnTl . Hence 
ii G(MJl +Jb < II G+dL , s)li~,+, = /i a,+1 ~~,,+1 
which gives the required result (25). 
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